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Rembrandt teeth whitening replacement brush heads

The whitening power refill includes 3 brush heads and a storage case. It is designed to remove dirt from places that are hard to be scientifically whitened. Get 8 times white teeth in 5 days*. Remove 7x plaque**. Bristles in the shape of polished cups and diamonds whiten out of reach of hard-to-reach spaces. Rembrandt Whitening Power
Refill comes with 3 replacement brush heads and a convenient storage case. When used with Rembrandt Whitening Power Toothbrush, the brush head provides 8x white teeth in just 5 days and removes 7x plaque** Diamond-shaped hair and scientifically designed abrasive cups also reach areas of those tough whites. The hairs are also
faded to let you know exactly when to change the brush head. Rembrandt Whitening Power Replacement Brush Head is compatible with Rembrandt Whitening Toothbrush and Oral-B Power Toothbrush. Developed by beauty dentist and whitening pioneer Dr Robert Ibsen, Rembrandt was the first whitening toothpaste on the market.
While the whitening category has grown over the years, Rembrandt, unlike other whitening brands, has focused only on teeth whitening. Prepare your best smile with a full suite of Rembrandt products. * When used with Rembrandt whitening toothbrush and brush with deep white or dark stain toothpaste and normal toothpaste. **vs.
Regular manual toothbrush based on laboratory tests of in vitro. Show all the positive reviews that show more top positive reviews › The emily5.0 polishing cup design out of 5 stars allows for better stain removal than other brush heads Reviewed in the US on January 16, 2018 Rembrandt Toothbrush is my first Rembrandt product and I
was very impressed. The Rembrandt whitening refill brush head is no different! The shape and design are similar to the Oral-B electric toothbrush head, but the Rembrandt refill brush head actually whitens my teeth while I brush. The design of the polishing cup allows for better stain removal than other brush heads. I can definitely see the
difference in the whiteness of my teeth and this makes it a daily habit to make my teeth whiter! My teeth feel polished and I love the long-lasting clean feel! Rembrandt Whitening Refill Brush Head is compatible with my Oral-B handle, which is a huge bonus! The size and shape of the brush head is what I need to get a hard-to-reach place
behind my mouth. I prefer this Rembrandt brush head due to its size and the fact that it covers more surface area than my previous brush head. The spare refill brush head is held in a small plastic container perfect for storage. This is also very convenient for travel!It will be from January 26 (Tue) - January 30 (Monday), Colorado
Rembrandt Teeth Whitening Electric Toothbrush &amp; Charger until January 30. The condition is new. Included with USPS First Class.See more details - Rembrandt Teeth Whitening Electric Toothbrush &amp; Charger Currently on sale CURRENT_SLIDE More items related to this product {TOTAL_SLIDES}- Best seller out of 5 stars in
Toothbrush Replacement Heads 4.8 Best seller 182 Product Rating (182) Rating or No Review Rating of 4.7 out of 5 Stars or Review 223 Product Ratings (223) 223)4.5 Out of 5 out of 5 stars based on 589 product ratings 43 out of 5 products rated (43) based on 4.8 229 product ratings (229) based on 4.7 (589) current {TOTAL_SLIDES}
current slide {slide {CURRENT_SLIDE}-TOTAL_SLIDES} The current slide {CURRENT_SLIDE}} - You're also the first brand dedicated to home whitening, Rembrandt has historically played the role of a category innovator, said Don Cumming, global brand director at REMBRANDT. We have deeply taken the know-how of whitening and
applied it to the toothbrush market. The result is a functional and flexible design that expands a scientifically proven, high-quality whitening approach to another segment of the daily dental routine. REMBRANDT® A new whitening toothbrush that improves home teeth whitening with the launch of a new whitening toothbrush and three-pack
brush head #LoveMySmile tweet is inspired by professional dental tools with vibrating brush heads and diamond-shaped bristles that effectively remove difficult surface stains to reveal white teeth in just five days. When combined with Rembrandt toothpaste such as deep white ® or dark stain® using a Rembrandt power toothbrush can
result in teeth eight times whiter than using a manual toothbrush that uses regular toothpaste. For maximum results, THE REMBRANDT power toothbrush should be used in parallel with the brand's complete suite of highly effective home tooth whitening solutions, including intense stains and deep whitening toothpaste, a week-long
whitening kit and a three-day whitening boost kit. For more information, visit www..com.rembrandt. About Rembrandt ® ® developed by dr. Robert Ibsen (REMBRANDT), a beauty dentist and whitening pioneer, was the first whitening toothpaste on the market. While the whitening category has grown over the years, REMBRANDT®, unlike
other oral care brands, only focused on the science of teeth whitening. REMBRANDT ® continues to focus on the development of scientifically proven products to whiten, maintain and protect your smile. Contact: Chia Jackson [Email Protection] 616.233.0500 Scientifically designed to remove dirt from hard-to-reach places, Rembrandt
Sonic Whitening Toothbrush effectively removes 20 times dirtI'm put a space between my teeth. This brush uses sonic fluid motion to help whiten toothpaste when removing dirt from the surface of the teeth, providing up to seven times more plaque removal than brushing with a manual toothbrush. The power handle is rechargeable and
waterproof and comes with three brushing modes: daily, maximum and gentle, to customize your daily whitening experience. More dirt removed from visible space between 20x teeth* 7x more plaque removal**3 mode - daily, Max, and gentle diamond-shaped hairs help whiten teeth: rechargeable handle, charging base, and two
replacement brush heads *REMBRANDT® with deep whitening® or intense toothpaste and regular toothpaste and toothbrush® When used with toothpaste and toothpaste. **vs. regular manual toothbrushes based on in vitro laboratory tests. Inspired by the tools used by dentists, the REMBRANDT whitening brush head features a
scientifically designed abrasive cup and diamond-shaped bristles to scrub tooth surface stains safely and effectively. 3 Replacement Brush Head + Storage Case Scientifically designed to remove 8x white teeth from white hard places in 5 days * 7x more plaque removal * color fading bristles * REMBRANDT® whitening toothbrush and
deep white ® or intense STAIN® toothpaste vs. regular toothpaste and toothbrush. **vs. regular manual toothbrushes based on in vitro laboratory tests. © 2020 Wal-Mart Stores Inc.
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